
Abstract
Available surgical needles for biopsy medical procedures have been known to
cause severe tissue damage and suffer from needle path deflection as they advance
through soft tissues. There is a continuously growing need for a less invasive
needle for soft tissue insertion in the medical community [1,2]. Even slight
movement of the soft tissue or needle during insertion can increase the damage to
the surrounding tissue [3]. The goal of this project is to develop a bioinspired
biopsy needle that takes inspiration from the structure of a scorpion stinger to
reduce tissue damage and limit the needle path deflection for more accurate results.
Our scorpion-inspired needle showed an 8.38% reduction in force, 29.37%
reduction in tissue damage, and a 19.64% reduction in deflection in comparison to
the standard biopsy needle used today.

Conclusion
Our outcome of our work is a bioinspired surgical needle that can be used to reduce tissue
damage and improve needle deflection accuracy. Our results show that a decrease in insertion
speed leads to a decrease in insertion force, therefore a decrease in tissue damage. Our scorpion-
inspired needle showed an 8.38% reduction in force, 29.37% reduction in tissue damage, and a
19.64% reduction in deflection in comparison to the standard biopsy needle used today. All data
was statistically significant due to the p-values falling in the 5% confidence interval from one-
way ANOVA results.
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Insertion Force Testing

Tissue Damage Testing

Needle Accuracy Testing

Brain-tissue Mimicking Gel
• PVC gel
• Properties adjusted 

with plastic softener
• Chosen ratio 1:1

• Cut insertion path into multiple sections
• Analyzed under stereotactic microscope
• Cross-sectional area measured with 

ImageJ

• Record needle insertion from above
• Displacement measured at five 

different depths with ImageJ
Requirement Target Value Completion

Penetrate brain tissue >2.8 N

Minimally invasive ≤ 70% of needle cross section

Improve needle accuracy > 5% accuracy improvement

Reduce insertion force > 5% insertion force improvement

Constraint Target Value Completion

Material used/3D printing resolution Pass/Fail

Ability to reach area of interest within 
standard biopsy needles

≥ 20 cm length
~ 1.8mm diameter

Resistant to deformation ~2.1 kN/m

Budget < $1000

Bioinspired Pass/Fail

Figure 8: Magnified view of 
damage in tissue done by 

A.) scorpion-inspired needle 
B.) control needle

Figure 7: Path of deflection 
at insertion speed of 

15mm/s A.) scorpion-
inspired needle B.) control 

needle

Figure 9: Tissue mimicking 
gel compression test on 

BOSE system Table 1: Tissue mimicking gel measurements 
and stiffness to fall within 1-4kPa

Equations used:
Stress (σ)= F/A
Strain (Ɛ)=ΔH/h
Young Modulus (E)=σ/Ɛ

Figure 5: Testing apparatus for needle insertion

• Three insertion 
speeds: 4.5, 15, 30 
mm/s

• Force in mN

Figure 1: a.) hypodermic needle b.) tooth of a viper c.) 
fang of a jumping spider d.) stinger of a scorpion [4]

Design Approach and Methods
Needle Design

Experimental Needle
• Outer radius of tip curve: 15mm
• Tip angle: 36.87°
Control Needle
• Tip bevel: 45°
Diameter of both needles: 3mm

Figure 4: SOLIDWORKS final design for scorpion-inspired needle

Figure 6: Solidworks assembly 
of experimental mount setup 

Figure 4: 3D Printed scorpion needle

Figure 3: Needle tip comparison with control (top) and 
scorpion (bottom) needle

Figure 2: Scorpion stinger morphology [4]

Test Results
Force

Figure 10: Insertion force over time for three different 
speed settings. A) Slow- 4.5mm/s B) Medium-15mm/s 

C) Fast-30mm/s

Tissue Damage

Table 2: The statistical data for the area of damage in 
phantom tissue gel due to control and scorpion needles.

Needle Accuracy

Figure 11: Average path of deflection for the control and scorpion inspired needle at 
A.) 4.5mm/s  B.) 15mm/s  and C.) 30mm/s
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